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Construction updates
Bering 65 Golden Mile, the third hull in Bering's 65 Expedition range of yachts, is nearing
completion. After several months of fairing process the finish primer application created a
superb underlying foundation prior to her final topcoat application.
The personalized interior design features hand crafted walnut furniture combined with
high quality soft fabrics and Sivec white marble for the ensuite heads.

Bering 65 Golden Mile under construction

Bering 65 Golden Mile master stateroom concept design

The new build Bering 70 Apsara is also taking shape at the the Bering Yachts facility in
Antalya, Turkey. Featuring a steel hull and an aluminum superstructure, she has been
designed with the Mediterranean coastal cruising lifestyle in mind.
Large glass panels surrounding the saloon and galley on the main deck create a
refreshingly open and airy feeling aboard. The lower deck features 3 ensuite staterooms
and her owners opted for a light, minimalist interior which will resemble a beach house
design.

Bering 70 Apsara under construction

Bering 70's master stateroom concept design

Designer comments on new Bering flagship B130

Bering 130 has been developed in association with SABDES Design to be a superb
transoceanic yacht, ready to take on the heaviest of seas with grace and efficiency due to
a tall bow profile that provides the requisite buoyancy to rise up and over approaching
swells.
"We decided on softening the 130's look compared to the more military sharp styled 115
footer, by rounding all her superstructure corners and go for a more 'yacht style' look, yet
owing to her high freeboard she still retains the same very muscular presence of the
115'. " stated Scott Blee of SABDES Design.
Scott explains that explorer yachts are quite dear to his heart "I love the vessel size that
allows very low crew numbers to manage them, yet still have no holds barred, go
anywhere capability, and if I can make them also look pretty tied up at the marina, then
that's all the better!"
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